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MULTIPRESS INSTALLATION APP
CHECK EVERY SIGN JOB UP TO AND INCLUDING
DELIVERY..
As a sign & large-format company, you know that an job is only complete once it has been assembled. And that’s
where things sometimes go wrong. What if a job takes longer than planned, a traffic jam upsets the planning, or
something goes wrong with the installation so that the customer is not satisfied?
With the MultiPress Installation App, you will keep full control of each job, up to and including the final result.
The app gives your mechanics on their smartphones (iPhone – Android) a full briefing from the centrally managed
project files in the MultiPress ERP/CRM. They can arrange the assembly and delivery, log time, add images to the
file, and register the customer’s approval, all in real-time. Not only very easy to use but above all efficient to follow
up projects smoothly until the finish.
Make your mechanics smarter and more efficient: real-time monitoring of every project, on-site and without
administration.

MultiPress Installation App
Mechanics and other ‘Mobile employees’ using the MultiPress Installation App work much smarter and more efficiently.
Moreover, they work in real-time so that the administrative follow-up of each job can be completed much faster.

Some features of the MultiPress Installation App:
The installation
technicians always have
the correct planning
in the right order
and can drive directly
from job to job so they
can plan their driving
and working hours
efficiently.

Each job contains the
assembly instructions;
the mechanics on site
will not lose any time
to find out exactly what
needs to be done.

Problems, comments, or
surprises on site? These
can be added to the file
via a simple memo field.

Images of the delivered work
can be uploaded directly into
the app and added to the
right project in MultiPress. This
makes remote quality control
very easy.

The time worked will be
recorded locally with
the start/stop timer. The
app forwards the data
to MultiPress in realtime.

About Dataline and MultiPress

MultiPress is an MIS/ERP software solution developed from the needs of the graphics industry that links all
administrative, commercial, financial, and logistics processes within the graphics company. MultiPress is used in 19
countries and is available in 11 language versions.
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Dataline Solutions develops ERP business software for dynamic offset, print, finishing, sign, large-format & textile
printing companies (MultiPress) and advertising & communication agencies (QuoJob).

